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Abstract
This article addresses synchronous acquisition of
high-speed multimodal speech data, composed of
ultrasound and optical images of the vocal tract
together with the acoustic speech signal, for a silent
speech interface. Built around a laptop-based
portable ultrasound machine (Terason T3000) and an
industrial camera, an acquisition setup is described
together with its acquisition software called
Ultraspeech. The system is currently able to record
ultrasound images at 70 fps and optical images at 60
fps, synchronously with the acoustic signal. An
interactive inter-session re-calibration mechanism
which allows recording of large audiovisual speech
databases in multiple acquisition sessions is also
described.

1

Introduction

Measuring the activity of the vocal tract during
speech is critical in a variety of fields such as
phonology, linguistics, speech pathology, anatomy
and multimodal speech processing. In recent years
and despite the success of MRI, the use of ultrasound
for vocal tract imaging and analysis remains popular
mainly because of its non-invasive property, its good
time resolution, its clinical safety, and its ability to
image the tongue in non-supine subjects.
In the “silent speech interface” developed in the
Ouisper project, non-acoustic features, derived from
ultrasound images of the tongue and optical images
of the lips, are used to drive a speech synthesizer. A

laryngectomyzed patient could use this kind of
system as an alternative to oesophageal speech,
tracheo-oesophageal speech or the electrolarynx. A
silent-speech interface could also be useful in
situations where silence must be maintained, or for
voice communication in noisy environments.
Described in [1] and [2], the Ouisper segmental
speech coder is built around a large audiovisual
corpus (more than one hour) which associates
articulatory features extracted from a 30 Hz source
video with acoustic observations. In the proposed
approach, a sequence of phones is “recognized” from
visible motion of the tongue and lips. In the visuophonetic decoding stage, phonetic prediction is
hampered by a large number of deletion errors. Most
often, deleted phones are very short phones for which
correct visualization is difficult with a 30 Hz
acquisition system. Thus, a faster acquisition system
is needed.
Several systems able to acquire a sequence of
ultrasound images of the tongue together with the
uttered speech signal have been described in the
literature. However, the coupling of an ultrasound
imaging system with another imaging device, such as
a high-speed camera, without decreasing the
acquisition framerate, remains a difficult problem. In
this article, a new acquisition system is introduced,
which in addition to the acoustic signal, is able to
synchronously record both ultrasound and optical
streams at more than 60 fps on a single and “easy-totransport” laptop-based machine.
Section 2 of the article presents briefly the stateof-the-art in ultrasound speech data acquisition via a
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non-exhaustive list of existing solutions. Both
hardware and software components of the proposed
acquisition system, which is based on the Terason
T3000 portable ultrasound system coupled with an
industrial camera and driven by the dedicated
Ultraspeech application, are described in section 3.
Finally, the capacity of the system to record
synchronously multiple high-speed data streams is
evaluated experimentally in section 4.

2

State of the Art in Multimodal Speech
Data Acquisition System

Much of the progress that has been achieved in
multimodal speech data acquisition systems concerns
the positioning of the head and the transducer: These
may be stabilized as in HATS [3] or related systems
[4]; free to move using a helmet arrangement [5]; or
tracked, using infrared emitting diodes (HOCUS [6]),
visible markers (PALATRON [7]) or electromagnetic
sensors [8].
The other crucial issue in such acquisition systems
is the synchronisation of the ultrasound image stream
with the uttered acoustic speech signal. In most
systems ([3], [4], [6], [7]), this task is performed
using an analog video mixer which downsamples the
ultrasound data stream to 30 Hz. In the system
proposed by Aron [8], ultrasound, electromagnetic
and audio data are recorded synchronously with each
modality keeping its own framerate. The
synchronization of ultrasound data with audio is
achieved in that system by time-aligning the
ultrasound machine cineloop (a video buffer of the
last 15 seconds recorded) with a timecode on an
external PC.

3

3.1 Hardware component of the system
As shown in figure 1, the hardware component of the
system is based on:
- the Terason T3000 ultrasound system which
is based on a laptop running Microsoft
Windows XP and provides 640x480 pixels
resolution images
- a 140° microconvex transducer with 128
elements (8MC4)
- an industrial USB color camera able to
provide 60 fps with a 640x480 pixels
resolution (USB 2.0, WDM compliant)
- an external microphone connected to the
built-in soundcard of the T3000

Figure 1: Hardware component of the acquisition
system

In the described system, data streams are recorded,
processed and stored digitally on a single PC using
our stand-alone software Ultraspeech.
3.2 The Ultraspeech software

Description of the Acquisition System

In the context of a silent speech interface based on
tongue and lip imaging, the desired acquisition
system should be able to record synchronously
ultrasound data and video data at their respective
maximum framerate together with the acoustic
speech signal. In order to have a compact,
transportable, and easy-to-use system, a PC-based
hardware architecture coupled with a single control
program has been adopted.

The open shared-memory client-server architecture of
the Terason T3000 system allows the development of
stand-alone client applications with real-time access
to the live stream of ultrasound images. The
Ultraspeech MFC application (Microsoft Foundation
Classes) is optimized for the Terason T3000,
supports WDM compliant cameras (Windows Driver
Model), and DirectX compatible soundcards. As
shown in figure 2, Ultraspeech allows the real-time
visualization of image streams and the automation of
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the imaging devices. Internally, Ultraspeech uses
multiple FIFO buffers to access image data.

3.3 Inter-session re-calibration procedure
Techniques involved in the silent vocoder described
in [1] require the recording of a large amount of
multimodal speech data. In our earlier work, data was
recorded in a single long session during which the
subject remained fixed in the HATS system. Data
acquisition in multiple sessions (spaced in time)
requires an inter-session re-calibration mechanism to
position the speaker’s head at a reference position
(the probe remains fixed). The procedure shown in
figure 3 is based on real-time averaging of a live
image with a target reference image. During this
interactive re-calibration procedure, the subject
adjusts the position of his/her head in order to fit to
the target reference position. A similar procedure is
used for ultrasound, where the live tongue image is
super-imposed on a target reference. When coupled
with a head stabilization system, this procedure is
convenient, rapid and effective.

Figure 2: Ultraspeech software (main window) with
ultrasound and camera visualization area (a and b),
text stimuli display area (c), console output (d) and
start/stop recording button (e)

The main feature of the Ultraspeech software is
the synchronous recording of both image streams
with the audio signal. Data recording is triggered by
simply clicking on a start/stop button. Thanks to
multithreading programming techniques, all streams
are processed in parallel. Streams share the same
multimedia timer so that each frame and each audio
buffer can be tagged with the timer value during the
recording. Any initial asynchrony between streams is
captured during the acquisition, and synchrony is
restored automatically in a post-processing stage. The
entire recording procedure is fully automatic and no a
posteriori human check is needed. After each
acquisition, data are directly available as series of
bitmaps for both image streams and WAV files for
the audio stream, in the specified directory (local or
remote).
Furthermore,
Ultraspeech
provides
convenient tools for large database recording, such as
an automatic file naming system and the automatic
display of the text stimuli for each item to record (i.e
the word or sentence to pronounce).

Figure 3: Interactive speaker inter-session recalibration mechanism at different stages of the
procedure

4

Experimental results

In order to check the synchronization of the different
streams, the following experiment, illustrated in
figure 4, is done. A hammer is used to tap a bottle of
ultrasound gel (fig 4, a and b), ejecting a droplet onto
the probe (c). The droplet shows up immediately on
the probe (e) and should be synchronized with video
of the hammer (d) hitting the bottle and the sound of
this contact (f). Stream synchrony can be observed in
figure 4 where a 71 fps ultrasound stream is
displayed with a 60 fps video stream and the audio
signal on the same time scale.
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sessions, an inter-session re-calibration procedure has
also been introduced. The system has been used for
the recording of small databases (100 words) and is
now ready to be validated on a large dataset
recording task.

6
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Figure 4: Interactive speaker inter-session recalibration mechanism (ultrasound is clearly
synchronized with video and audio)

This synchronization check procedure has been
shown to be highly reproducible and has been tested
on a variety of different ultrasound probes (Terason
5MC2, 8MC3, 8MC4). The ultrasound and video
streams are found always to be synchronized. A
residual delay occasionally observed between visual
(ultrasound and video) and audio is always less than
the inter-frame gap (i.e 15 ms at 60 fps). To
summarize, the system is currently able to record
synchronously:
- the ultrasound stream at 71 fps (7cm depth,
320x240 pixels resolution, bitmap format)
- the video stream at 60 fps (640x480 pixels
resolution, bitmap format)
- the audio signal (44100 Hz, 16 bits, mono,
PCM)

5

Conclusion and Perspectives

The conception of a silent speech interface based on
tongue and lip imaging requires a high-speed
acquisition system. The flexible PC-based
architecture of the Terason T3000 ultrasound system
has allowed the development of Ultraspeech. This
software interfaces ultrasound with a high-speed USB
camera and an audio device. The system is able to
record synchronously these different data streams
which retain their respective framerates. For the
recording of large databases in multiple acquisition
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